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I 

preface 

Many years ago, at a conference on culture and cognition, Roger 
Brown observed that when graduate students were asked what they 
planned to study upon completion of their dissertations, a favorite 
response was that they would like to study how "someone else" (chil
dren, or cats, or some primitive peoples) would perform in the same 
task they had just labored over with college students. So it has been 
with cross-cultural research; curiosity about human variability, and 
often as not fortuitous location in an exotic setting, have provided the 
impetus for an ever-increasing number of studies, books, and spe
cialized journals. 

It was chance that brought each of us, separately, to research on 
culture and cognition. Yet each of us, in a continuing effort to broaden 
and deepen our understanding of the human mind, has been motivated 
to seek order in the chaotic flow of scholarly work that besets us. 

This small book is intended to fulfill two purposes. We would like 
to introduce the beginning student to the variety of fascinating ques
tions, phenomena, and theories that form the core of our understand
ing of culture and cognition. We also hope to influence the advanced 
student and professional who have, with good reason, looked with sus
picion on the work that we discuss here. It is our belief that the proper 
use of comparative research designs can make a unique contribution to 
the study of human thought. This tool has been misused and poorly 
understood. In the chapters that follow we present some new ap
proaches to the study of cultural influences on cognition. We hope that 
these formulations can serve as a basis for proper use and understand
ing of cross-cultural, psychological research. 

New York 1973 Michael Cole 
Sylvia Scribner 
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chapter 1 Introductory 
Observations 

This book is concerned with a very old and 
very general problem: Are the cognitive 
processes of people reared in different cul
tural settings different? And if so, how do 
they differ? Partly because of its generality, 
partly because of long-standing confusions 
about the nature of culture and cognition, 
and partly because of special problems in
volved in drawing inferences from data ac
quired on many levels of observation, no 
clearly adequate answer to this question 
exists at the present time. 

It will be the purpose of this book to 
examine the roots of the difficulties en
countered in attempts to answer the ques
tion: Are there cultural differences in cog
nitive processes? We will begin with an 
historical account of various scholarly ap
proaches to this question. Our major em
phasis, however, will be on a review and 
critical analysis of experimental studies car
ried out by psychologists in recent years. We 
hope not only to bring together some of the 
useful information that has been gathered, 
but to uncover ways in which our knowledge 
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2 Culture and Thought 

about culture and cognition can be extended and applied to con
temporary social problems. 

What Is Cognition? 

The first difficulty we face is the great variety of ways that terms 
referring to cognition-terms like thinking and perceiving-are 
used in everyday speech and in many areas of scientific discourse. 
We might get psychologists to agree on some neutral definition of 
cognition as those processes by which man acquires, transforms, 
and uses information about the world. But in actual practice, dif
ferent psychologists use the term to denote different kinds of hu
man operations on information, depending on their point of view 
in psychology and the specific nature of their research. Yet differ
ences among psychologists are minor compared to those existing 
among investigators of dissimilar intellectual backgrounds. An
thropologists and philologists, as well as psychologists, have stud
ied the relation between culture and cognition extensively, and 
each of these disciplines has developed its own working definition 
of thinking or has come to use the term in a variety of special
ized ways. 

In order to make our discussion of these conceptual confusions 
concrete, let us consider some of the evidence that scholars have 
used to demonstrate the existence of cultural differences in cogni
tive processes. 

1. The Kamayura Indians of Brazil do not make a distinction between 
blue and green; spots of either color are designated by a single word, 
meaning parrakeet colored (Werner, 1961, p. 284). This is taken as evi
dence that these people manifest a "diffuse conceptual construction" 
with respect to color concepts. 

2. It has been observed in Western-style administrative courts in 
South Africa that native witnesses, when asked to account for some 
event, begin their accounts with some other event greatly preceding the 
critical event in time. For instance, if asked to tell about an accident 
that occurred at 5:00 P.M., the witness might begin his account by re
lating all of his experiences from the time he arose in the morning. 
Such observations led Bartlett (1932) to hypothesize that these natives 
had learned a particular way of remembering that required them to 
start at the beginning of any sequence in order to remember one of its 
later elements. This remembering process was said to be different from 
that of the ordinary Englishman. 
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3
_ In central Liberia, as well as many other parts of Africa, ~t is be~ 

. d that certain men (variously called zos, shamen, and w_itchdoc 
be;:) can control lightning and direct it to hit anyone or anyt~mg t~ey 
ttoose. As evidence of such powers, a college student from t11:1s region 
c ffered the following story: In his town there was an oc~as10~ upon 
0 hich someone stole meat from the cooking pot of the hghtm?g zo. 
w red the zo announced that if the meat was not returned 1mme-1~~e ly he would direct lightning to hit the guilty person on the follow
. ia ~a~urday. On the appointed day, th~ meat had not been returned 
:;d the people all took to their houses m fear; a storm blew :1-P• and 
when it was over the people found a dead dog, apparentl~ killed by 
lightning. The student, and all the townspeople, took the dog s death as 

·ma facie evidence of the power of the zo. 
pn 3) h ·ct "W 4 Referring to a preliterate epic poet, Haveloc~ (196 . ~s sa1 e 
ca~ be misled by some of ... [his] vocabulary mto thmkmg that h_e 

an abstraction We draw this conclusion however only if 
can manage • h d ·t lf which 
we i nore syntactical context and concentrate on t e wor 1_ se 
is a! improper method of evaluating its effect on the consc10usness of 
the audience" (pp. 188-189). 

The first example raises several important issues. Do t~e Ka_m~
yura Indians see colors differently from the ~ay we do._ Ori~ it 
merely that their language differs from ours m the way m whi~h 
it labels parts of the color spectrum? Can we infer differenc~s m 
the perceptual processes of people in two cultures from d~ffer
ences in their color vocabularies? Still further, can we make Judg
ments about mental categories (concepts) on the basis of language 
categories, as Werner attempts to do in the qu~ted ~assa~e? Clearly 
this passage touches off many complex quest10ns mvolvmg the ~e
lation of language to perception and thought, as well as the valid
ity of using linguistic evidence to make inferences about percep-

tion and thought. 
The example of African memory habits raises different ques-

tions and suggests several alternative interpretations. Perhaps _a 
difference in memory processes is not involved. Perhaps a~l that is 
involved in the court case is a difference in the witness's mterpre
tation of what he is supposed to do. The witness may consi~er 
events prior to that in question as important. Or he ma~ be _trymg 
to indicate his lack of involvement by talking about side issues. 
These ambiguities cannot easily be resolved unless we move from 
the plane of observation to that of experimentation, setting up 
special situations in which the subject's memory habits can be in
vestigated free of such doubts. But creating a special experimental 
situation does not end our difficulties; fts1mpty--pruvtd~s-a:·-new-· 
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set. How representative is our experimental task? To what extent 
is it legitimate to argue from a single performance, or even a re
stricted set of performances, to performance-in-general within the 
~ulture? If our real interest is in the cognitive processes underly
mg performance, do we not require a representative set of per
formances from which to draw inferences? 

The example of a belief in lightning magic illustrates still other 
ambiguities in the use of terms. Consider the different senses of 
the word thinking that might seem to apply to this example. If we 
were to try to compare our thinking about lightning magic with 
that of Liberians, we might say, "We don't think that a zo can 
direct lightning." In this statement, think is used in the general 
s:~s~ of believe. We are comparing our beliefs about human capa
bilities and weather phenomena with Liberian beliefs. We might 
also say after listening to the story, "We don't think that the zo 
made the lightning hit the dog," meaning that we do not conclude 
from what was told us that this event occurred-we are uncon
vinced by the evidence. Here think is used to refer to our evalu
ation of the relation between evidence and its implications. It is 
one thing to say__Qiat Liberians and American college students 
have differen e ief\~ystems and may consequently make use of 
d~ffer~nt :v· ence. T(is another to say that the processes by which 
Liber~~'la~aw conclusi~ns from e~ide_nce differ from ours, that 
we ~~-1.!Jdifferently. This example mdicates that we are going to 
have to be very careful to specify what we mean by thinking when 
we try to discuss data relevant to the question of culture and 
thinking, because our conclusions may very well depend upon our 
definitions: Are we referring to beliefs or processes? Is the ques
tion of logic relevant? Can one make inferences about logical proc
esses from evidence about beliefs? 

The final example is included because it raises some of the same 
issues as the other examples, with the additional feature that the 
person being discussed is one whose writings are read by almost 
every college student. Havelock is referring to Homer, the Greek 
epic poet. Homer's poems are among the great classics of world 
literature, yet his thought processes are said to differ fundamentally 
from ours. Homer, it is claimed, lacked the capacity for abstract 
thinking-an assertion commonly made about the thinking of 
people in nonindustrialized societies. Here we encounter another 
theme dominating many discussions of culture and cognition: the 
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· dea that our thinking is not only reflected in the language we 
i eak but is limited by that language. This idea is generally sup-
sp b · . h ported by citing evidence of concreteness or a stractwn i~ t e vo-

bulary and grammar of a language. Is there such a thmg as a 
ca 1 . b 
concrete or abstract language, and if so, what is its re at10n to a -
stract and concrete thought? 

These are some of the questions that we want to bring to bear 
on the material amassed by anthropologists and psychologists. We 
are interested in finding out what has been learned about how 
people perceive the environment, how th~y classify it, how they 
think about it. Our concern, therefore, will always be to get be
neath the performance shown in a particular situation to the psy
chological processes responsible for it. This will require us to 
scrutinize carefully the nature of the experimental task used by 
the investigator so that we have some idea of what kind of a per
formance we are dealing with, and to respect the ambiguities in
volved in drawing valid inferences from data. 

What Is Culture? 

If investigators have difficulty with the psychological concept of 
cognition, there is unhappily little less confusion over the anthro
pological concept of culture. 

It might appear at first blush that there should be no problem 
in knowing that the people you are studying are members of a dif
ferent culture, and in most cases this has been true. When Mar
garet Mead went off to live with the Manus people of New Guinea, 
she knew that she was observing Manus culture. The definitional 
problem arises when you ask the question: What features of Manus 
life make us aware that there is such a thing as Manus culture? 
Some seem obvious at first: the people all speak a particular lan
guage called Manus; they dress in a noticeably different way from 
Americans; they build their houses in a common and (to us) un
usual way; they share common beliefs about the world and treat 
their children in a distinctive fashion. There is simply no question 
about it, they are Manus! 

But which of these things are necessary to define culture? For 
example, we can speak of both a Spanish culture and a Peruvian 
culture even though a vast majority of people in both groups 
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speak the same language. We can speak of European culture in 
spite of large variations in dress, language, child-rearing practices, 
and religious beliefs among the people on the continent. 

These kinds of considerations have led many scholars to deem
phasize the quest for a universally acceptable definition of "what 
culture really is." Instead attention is drawn to some range of 
social phenomena that appears important for the purpose at hand. 
E. B. Tylor (1871), for example, felt that the anthropologist's job 
was like that of a naturalist: his business was to classify details 
of culture "with a view to making out their distribution in geog
raphy and history and the relations which exist among them." 
This aim is reflected in his famous definition that treats culture as 
an inventory of discrete, equally important phenomena or, in his 
words, a complex "which includes knowledge, belief, art, morals, 
law, custom and any other capabilities and habits acquired by 
man as a member of society" (1871, p. 1). 

Tylor's contemporary, Lewis Morgan, was interested in another 
enterprise. To Morgan, the challenging problem in culture study 
was to trace the progression of human society from one stage of 
organization to the next, each characterized by an increase in 
man's conscious control of nature. Thus he selected for emphasis 
certain aspects of social life that most clearly revealed the princi
ple stages of human development. These included the arts of sub
sistence, which he felt provided the motor force of cultural 
advance, and primary institutions such as government, the family, 
and property. His major work, Ancient Society (1877), deals with 
the origin and development of these factors, leaving untouched 
other features of culture dealt with by Tylor. Concerned with 
accounting for culture change, Morgan nowhere defines (in An
cient Society) what culture is. 

These different anthropological definitions of culture illustrate 
the difficulties investigators encounter when they try to relate 
phenomena on a cultural level to those on an individual psycho
logical level. Which particular aspects of culture should be singled 
out as potentially important from the causal point of view? Some 
guiding hypotheses are clearly essential if investigations are not 
to proceed on a hit-and-miss basis. But as yet there is no general 
theory or conceptual framework in psychology that would gen
erate specific hypotheses about how culturally patterned experi-
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ences influence the development of cognitive processes in the 

individual. 
In the absence of such guidelines, psychologists in the early 

period of cross-cultural work ~~pended on o~vious distinctio~s 
between populations (say abongmes and Englishmen) to sustam 
their comparative studies. Global comparisons of this kind, how
ever, proved singularly unenlightening. If almost everything about 
the way of life of two groups is different, what can we learn a?out 
causation by demonstrating a difference in performance on a smgle 

task? 
This tendency to compare cultures as though they were homo-

geneous units that could be lined up against_ each other has ~i
minished in recent years. Investigators have smgled out a certam 
few sociocultural factors as potential causal mechanisms for 
specific phenomena. Among these have been language, urb~n.iza
tion formal educational institutions, and literacy. In add1t10n, 
ecol~gical features such as the nature of the landscape (jungle 
versus artic expanse) and economic factors such as subsistence 
activities (hunting versus planting) have figured in psychological 
explanations. While this search for factors that can make a differ
ence within cultures as well as between cultures is certainly an 
advance, it still has serious drawbacks. For one thing, it suggests 
rather simple connections between culture and cognition; in 
reality, cultural features rarely operate in isolation. For example, 
many anthropologists have speculated that literacy is a crucial 
factor in changing the way people think. But, except in rare cases, 
literacy co-occurs with other cultural features such as the presence 
of formal education increased industrialization, and urbanization. 
When we find, as m~ny have, that educated and uneducated rural 
Africans differ in their performance of some cognitive task, how 
are we to say what features of their cultures caused the difference? 
Furthermore, simply showing a relation between some aspect of 
culture and some aspect of individual performance does not tell 
us anything about the nature of the connection between them; 
yet that is precisely the psychologist's interest. 

One final word about some of the conceptual difficulties in this 
field. When we talk about a relation between culture and cogni
tion, it might appear that we are dealing with two separate sets 
of phenomena that make contact with each other under special 
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circumstances, which it is the scientist's task to discover (some
thing like two billiard balls colliding on a pool table). But just 
as it is fanciful to conceive of man existing outside of social life, 
we cannot imagine any intellectual function that does not have a 
sociocultural character. Perception, memory, and thinking all de
velop as part of the general socialization of a child and are in
separably bound up with the patterns of activity, communication, 
and social relations into which he enters. The very physical en
vironment that he encounters has been transformed by human 
effort. His every experience has been shaped by the culture of 
which he is a member and is infused with socially defined mean
ings and emotions. Consider language, for example. It is at one 
and the same time a vital social force and an individual tool of 
communication and thought; it is, so to speak, on both sides of 
the culture-cognition relationship. 

How can we handle these complexities? What this book will try 
to demonstrate is that we can not hope to escape from these 
complexities by setting up, as a criterion, a hypothetical individual 
with cognitive capacities that are free from the influences of cul
ture. The "isolated individual" is a myth. Nor can we hope to 
measure cognitive capacities by means of some idealized test that 
is itself culture-free. We would delude ourselves if we thought 
such a test were possible. Instead we have to discover a strategy 
of research that will help us uncover how individual and cultural 
processes interweave with each other as the child develops and 
becomes integrated into society. And that is the subject matter 
of this book. 

Summary 

It should be clear from this brief discussion that the study of 
culture and cognition is a very diffuse enterprise. The idea of 
employing variations in cultural experience to decide basic ques
tions about the nature of human nature is very attractive. But 
scholars have failed to arrive at any general consensus about how 
to proceed. Instead we have a situation in which each investigator 
starts from his own basic assumptions and proceeds by means of 
his own data-gathering techniques. The range of phenomena and 
the variety of explanations that a hundred years of such unco-
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d
. ted scholarly activity has produced are immense. They cover 

or ma . 1 • t· 
not only the multitude of theories and ex~e_r1mentah s

1
1tua 10bnst 

h Common to the broad field of cogmtive psyc o ogy, u 
t at are 

blem s of anthropology and linguistics as well. 
pro f h "f " In the light of this diversity, complete cov~rage o t e a~ts 

b t ulture and cognition is not only a difficult undertakmg, 
a OU C • h . w· h' 
but one likely to be incoherent and unenhg temng. it m cer-

. ry prescribed areas experiments have led to reasonable and wn~ .. 
f 1 generalizations. As a rule, however, mvest1gators have not 

use u b • h • 
pursued any single line of work long enough t? _rmg t e issues 

t stake to a clear resolution. Consequently, 1t 1s necessary to 
;atch together evidence from an _often:bewildering a_rray of cul
tures and techniques in order to 1llummate any specific culture-

gnl.tion relation (as, for example, the relation between literacy 
co 'bf •• d and memory). This makes both the writers jo o expos1t10n an 
the readers' job of interpretation quite difficult. It will often seem, 
in the chapters to follow, that the experiments reviewed ar~ to~ally 
unrelated like multicolored chips in a kaleidoscope. This situa
tion shouid be recognized for what it is, a deficiency characteristic 
of current scholarship, and not a deficiency in the reader's con-

ceptual capacities. 
The material we have selected for discussion does, however, 

represent some rules of selection. While we will refer from time 
to time to other fields of research, our main emphasis will be 
primarily e:>,,perimental in nature, not purely out of methodologi
cal bias but because there has been little psychological work on 
cognitive processes employing observational or quasi-experimental 
methods. Our survey is by no means complete, nor is it intended 
to be; its purpose is to provide the reader with a grasp of major 
questions and investigative techniques. 

In an attempt to bring some order out of chaos, we have or
ganized the chapters that follow according to relatively traditional 
categories currently used in cognitive psychology. At the end of 
each chapter, we provide a summary of the work within that 
particular problem area. In the final chapter we return to the 
broader issues raised here and attempt to integrate concepts and 
phenomena that have customarily been dealt with on an isolated 
basis. 



chapter 2 A Brief 
History 

Much of the history of research on culture 
and cognition has been dominated by the 
controversy between those who maintain 
that there are no fundamental differences in 
human thinking across cultures and others 
who insist that such differences are critical 
to an understanding of man's nature. 

More recently, these sweeping generalities 
about universal characteristics of man have 
tended to be replaced by questions concern
ing how specific cultural differences might 
be related to specific cognitive differences. It 
is useful, however, to review the principal 
positions in the earlier controversies and to 
evaluate the evidence and procedures upon 
which they rested. Examining classic theor
ies can help us understand some of the lines 
of investigation now pursued in cross-cul
tural studies. While many current studies 
disavow theoretical frameworks and seem 
to focus on specialized issues, their assump
tions often show continuity with earlier ap
proaches. 

Reexamining these approaches in the light 
of contemporary research may suggest new 

11 
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and more valuable ways of raising questions about the relation be
tween culture and cognition. 

But this is by no means an easy task. So great has been the 
intellectual challenge posed by these questions that scholars and 
scientists from many disciplines have attempted to grapple with 
them. Over the centuries, sociologists, anthropologists, philos
ophers, linguists, and psychologists have all put forward theories 
linking culture and mind. These theories have been in the grand 
tradition and deal with fundamental philosophic and scientific 
concepts. In a brief review, we cannot begin to deal adequately 
with this theoretical spectrum nor, for that matter, with any one 
of the major controversies that have developed within it. What 
we hope to do is give the reader a glimpse of this area from the 
heights-in its broadest and most panoramic perspective-and to 
introduce the great thinkers whose views still provide the silent 
framework within which most contemporary research takes 
place. 

Cognitive Differences 

The history of concern with cultural influences on thinking be
gins with an emphasis on differences. 

It is not surprising that the adventurers and missionaries from 
western European societies of the sixteenth to eighteenth cen
turies should have been struck by the novel and unexpected 
characteristics of the life they encountered on new shores. Their 
observations and records featured aspects of behavior and social 
customs dramatically unlike those they knew at home. In their 
astounded discovery of the great diversity that characterizes hu
manity, they frequently overlooked those common aspects of 
social life that unify it ( the existence of language, tools, family 
units, systems of morality and ideology, for example). Some even 
doubted that "those people" were "really human." 

The voluminous records that travelers and colonial administra
tors left behind provided the basic source material for the new 
sciences that arose in the mid-nineteenth century. Scholars took 
their scientific problem to be one of accounting for the exotic 
facts reported in the informally accumulated ethnological litera
ture. How could cultural differences be characterized and ex-
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1 
• d"> Were they a consequence of innate differences among 

P ame • f 1 • d"d human groups, especially differences in mental acu ties, or i 
human groups appear different only because their cultures were 

different? . . . 
This almost exclusive preoccupat10n with cultural differences 

further reinforced by the dominant economic and political 
~;~es of the time. Contacts with nonindustrialized societies did 

ot long remain sporadic and incidental. By 1850 England and 
n ther European nations had met and conquered traditional, non
~echnological societies on all the continents and had built exten
sive empires. Practical problems of administration called for the 
talents not only of military men and public officials, but of the 
new social scientists as well. Under such circumstances, concern 
with cultural differences all too often took the form of compari
sons between "them" ( the "uncivilized" in the colonies) and "us" 
( the "civilized" in the mother countries).* 

Biological Accounts 

One of the earliest and most influential theoretical schemes for 
relating mental and cultural phenomena was put forward by 
Herbert Spencer, a leading figure in English scientific and intel
lectual circles in the decades from 1850 to 1900. Spencer's life 
work was devoted to the construction of a synthetic philosophy, 
which he hoped would unify knowledge of the separate sciences. 
He thought that all the phenomena studied in the separate sci
ences could be explained by elementary laws of matter and mo
tion. A number of years before the publication of Darwin's Origin 
of Species, Spencer had already begun to account for the history 
of all concrete things in the universe in terms of a single cosmic 
principle of evolution, which he thought regulated matter in 
motion. 

According to Spencer, all things in the world-inorganic, or
ganic, and superorganic-change over time in a definite direction. 
Simple forms that are initially homogeneous become more com
plex and heterogeneous. Their parts become increasingly differ-

*The t • b t f e:mm?l_ogy used in the works under review does not reflect modern usage, 

S
~t- or simplicity's sake we will retain the author's original terms in our expo
i ion of th • • te eir views. The reader should supply the quotation marks for such 
rms as "primitive," "uncivilized," "savage," and the like. 
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entiated; but at the same time they become better integrated and 
organized into superordinate and subordinate levels. The move
ment of evolution is from lower to higher, and more perfect, 
organization. 

Shortly after Darwin demonstrated how evolutionary mechan
isms operate in the biological world, Spencer attempted to show 
how the same principles regulated development in the psychologi
cal and social domains. He maintained that intellectual progress 
can be understood by the evolution of more-complex and more
general cognitions from simple cognitions and reflex actions, just 
as complex physical structures and functions evolve from simple 
ones. Similarly, society can be thought of as an organism, and its 
products-language, knowledge, material appliances, and arts-as 
becoming progressively more complex and highly organized ( 1888, 
Vol. 1). 

While Spencer did not reduce psychological and social phenom
ena to biological phenomena, he resorted to biological mechanisms 
to account for their origin and the course of their development. 
He relied chiefly on the concepts of natural selection or survival 
of the fittest (which he credited Darwin with elaborating) and on 
the inheritance of acquired traits ( the central tenet in the evolu
tionary theory of the biologist Lamarck). How did these concepts 
apply to mental phenomena? Spencer held that during the course 
of man's experience, he acquires certain mental traits that favor 
his continued existence and are passed down from generation to 
generation. 

The effects of the most uniform and frequent of these experiences 
have been successively bequeathed ... and have slowly amounted 
to that high intelligence which lies latent in the brain of the infant 
-which the infant in after life exercises and perhaps strengthens 
or further complicates, and which with minute additions it be
queathes to future generations .... Thus it happens that' out ot 
savages unable to count up to the number of their fingers and 
speaking a language containing only nouns and verbs, arise at 
length our Newtons and Shakespeares (Spencer, 1887, p. 471). 

And what were Spencer's ideas about social evolution? Through 
the interplay between the nature of individuals in a social aggre
gate and external environmental forces (such as climate and plant 
life), societies develop more-varied and more-elaborate structures 
and products. Those people who more readily acquire higher 
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hysical and mental traits make the greatest social advances. 
;eciprocally, those who live in the most developed societies have 
experiences that further promote their intellectual faculties. Thus: 
"Development of the higher intellectual faculties has gone on pari 
passu with social advance, alike as cause and consequence" ( Spen-

cer, 1888, pp. 90-91). 
As the mental traits and social environments of different peoples 

of the world diverge, the struggle for survival sets one group into 
conflict with another, by means of which the more powerful or 
"more adapted" drive "inferior varieties into undesirable habitats" 
and occasionally "exterminate them" (Spencer, 1888, p. 39). Since 
those who win are the more-adapted, Spencer's theory led to the 
conclusion that nineteenth-century Englishmen were of the highest 
mentality and lived in the most advanced society, representing a 
standard against which other people could be measured. Study of 
existing races at lower social levels, Spencer then argued, could 
show the mental traits that characterized early evolutionary forms 

of human life. 
Two aspects of Spencer's analysis of the intellect of non-Western 

peoples are of special interest-his method of discovery, and his 
catalogue of mental traits. Spencer described his method of dis
covering evolutionary sequences as composed of two stages. First 
he deduced the leading traits of intellectual evolution from cur
rent psychological principles. Then he used the facts as described 
by travelers to demonstrate how the principles applied ( 1888, 
Vol. I). Although he brought an enormous amount of material to 
bear on this enterprise ( over 2500 references in 455 works), al
most all of it was unevaluated and anecdotal. Moreover, since this 
highly selective material was filtered through Spencer's theory of 
evolution, it is not too surprising that the facts that emerged as 
significant tended to fit the theory. As we shall see, this method 
continues to be employed as an investigative tool in the study of 
culture and cognition, even though some of its practitioners have 
conceptual frameworks quite different from Spencer's. 

As for the mental traits Spencer enumerated, many of these, 
to?, persist in the contemporary literature. Primitive thinking was 
said to exhibit the following "deficiencies," among others: no 
~-on~eption of general facts, no ability to anticipate future results 
_imited concepts, absence of abstract ideas lack of idea of causal~ 
ity. On the other hand, the uncivilized h~ve "acute senses and 
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quick perceptions." They are imitative and "clever, rapid learners 
of simple ideas [but] incapable of taking in complex ideas. The 
primitive intellect develops rapidly and early reaches its limit" 
(Spencer, 1888). 

Spencer's views were held in varying measure by the vast ma
jority of scholars until the turn of the century. Within the general 
context of evolutionary theory, anthropologists and psychologists 
gave scientific respectability to a number of propositions promul
gated by Spencer and popularly disseminated. One of these was 
the notion that primitives think like children. For example, E. B. 
Tylor, called by some the father of anthropology, viewed the 
imagination of nonliterate people as similar to that of European 
children. The observations that suggested this analogy were doll 
play in young children and a custom in some societies for mothers 
to carry around dolls of their dead children with the presumed 
purpose of warding off harmful spirits that might attack living 
children. Tylor states: 

The idol answers to the savage in one province of thought the same 
purpose that its analogue, the doll, does to the child. It enables 
him to give a definite existence and a personality to the vague ideas 
of higher beings, which his mind can hardly grasp without material 
aid (1865, p. 94). 

One of the founders of developmental psychology in the United 
States, G. Stanley Hall, used a somewhat different theoretical 
framework to support this general line of thought. He was a 
strong supporter of the view that "ontogeny recapitulates phylo
geny"-a famous aphorism by which was meant that the child's 
development goes through the same stages as the human race has 
traversed in its evolutionary development. This idea, taken over 
from biology, made it easy to accept the evidence concerning the 
"childlike" thought processes of primitive people as support for 
the general doctrine of recapitulation. Just as each child under
goes mental development, so does the race, the two processes 
being in fact the same. "Infancy, childhood and youth," said Hall, 
are from one point of view, "three bunches of keys to unlock the 
past history of the race" (1965, p. 47). 

The flavor of this approach is contained in the following excerpt 
from the work of one of Hall's students. 

The mind of the child and the mind of the savage, when differences 
due to the presence of manhood and womanhood in the latter, 
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diversity of environment, influence of higher cul~ure, pro~onge~ in
fancy, social environment, etc., have been taken mto cons~derat10n, 

resent many interesting parallels of a general sort. Naivete that 
fouches upon genius, suggestibility of great extent and sometimes 

f a very high order, resemblances in mental association, modes of 
~bought and of thought-expression, dream-life, mind-content, initi
ation, conservatism, mythological ideas, personal and social ideas, 
sense-domination, love of analogy and symbolism, use and product_s 
of the imagination, love of nature and the world of plant and am
mal life, poetry and story-telling, myth-making, personification and 
other primal arts, language, art, music, etc. (Chamberlain, 1901, p. 
456). 

The prevailing biological orientation of the period was also ex
pressed in the ubiquitous identification of cultural differences 
with racial differences. Spencer not only attributed lower mental 
traits to "inferior" races but to lower socioeconomic classes within 
the industrialized nations, who, he presumed, had taken their 
place in society by natural selection. While the identification of 
races varied enormously from one work to another, most nine
teenth-century classifications shared with Spencer's the common 
feature of putting European society at the top of the evolutionary 
ladder (see Harris, 1968, Chap. 5). Tylor found it convenient to 
divide the human race by language families ( Semitic, Aryan, and 
the like). While he held that stages of culture might be compared 
without taking into account "hereditary varieties of races," he was 
not averse to arranging the races on a rough scale of civilization. 
In doing this, he acknowledged that the "white invader or colonist 
... at best can hardly claim to substitute a life stronger, nobler, 
and purer at every point than that which he supersedes" (Tylor, 
1871, p. 29), but he concluded nevertheless that "the general tenour 
of the evidence goes far to justify the view that on the whole the 
civilized man is not only wiser and more capable than the savage, 
but also better and happier" (1871, p. 31). 

The anthropologist Marvin Harris has aptly characterized the 
historical role of doctrines of racial determinism in the social 
sciences. Observing that popular systems of prejudice are prob
ab_ly as old as humanity, he points out that the nascent social 
sci~nces put them on a new footing: "Prior to the 19th century, 
nations had never rewarded their wise men to prove that the 
s~premacy of one people over another was the inevitable outcome 
0 the biological laws of the universe" (Harris, 1968, p. 81). 
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About the turn of the century the climate of scientific theory 
began to change, and the racially based evolutionary theory of 
cognitive processes fell into disrepute. The biological hypothesis 
of the inheritance of acquired traits-on which Spencer placed 
great reliance for his entire theory of mental evolution-has be
come scientifically unacceptable with respect to the transmission 
of physical traits, let alone complex intellectual behaviors. No one 
today would seriously maintain that "mental peculiarities" caused 
by habit become organic and hereditary. 

Moreover, the social sciences have amassed compelling evidence 
that the complex behavioral changes Spencer conceived of as 
biologically transmitted are acquired through experience and are 
culturally transmitted. A Chinese infant raised in France grows 
up to speak French, and the son of a tribal chief presumably 
genetically incapable of abstract reasoning attends English schools 
and becomes a Don at Oxford. 

As for social evolution, the rapid changes in power relations 
among nations and in social groups within nations in this century 
make it difficult to resort to the slow processes of natural selection 
to account for social change. There is general agreement within the 
social sciences today that the principles that govern societal 
change are not the same as those that govern the development of 
species. 

The classic attack on the identification of race with culture 
was made by Franz Boas in The Mind of Primitive Man more than 
fifty years ago. At the end of a long survey of the historical ante
cedents of modern societies, Boas reached the conclusion, ascribed 
to by the overwhelming majority of scholars, that there is no 
foundation for the equation of race and culture. Language families 
are independent of race as defined by any simple or single set of 
physical characteristics. Cultural forms differ among people classi
fied as the same race (Peruvian Indians compared with northern 
Canadian Indians, for example). Moreover, history shows numer
ous examples of extensive changes in language and culture without 
corresponding changes in "blood." The two major examples cited 
by Boas are Europe in the Middle Ages and Japan in the modern 
era. Boas further illustrated the shifting, nonscientific nature of 
the race concept by reviewing various attempts at racial classifica
tion which have proceeded in the main by a hodgepodge of various 
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d overlapping criteria-such as a mixture of geography and 
an . ) 

atomy or of language and hair color (Boas, 1911 . 
an Contemporary social and biological scientists have made even 
rnore thoroughgoing critiques of the position. that genetica~ly 

b ed racial differences account for cultural differences. While 
as . ' 1 • f genetic specialties probably contnbuted to man s. e:o ut10n rom 

hominid to homo sapiens over the course of 2 million years, the 
modern consensus is that the rapid cultural advances of_ homo 

piens in its lifetime of approximately 50,000 years have little to 
~: with genetic changes ( see Harris, 1968) . The overwhelming 
evidence that radical changes in culture can and do occur within 
the space of one generation without the possibility of genetic in
novation makes it clear that the concept of genetic transmission 
is inapplicable as an explanation of cultural change. 

Secondly, it has proved impossible to arrive at a scientific defini
tion of subspecies within the human race and, accordingly, im
possible to compare cognitive functioning or other behavioral 
characteristics along racial lines. ( See Topoff, in press, for a lucid 
discussion of the status of the race concept). The persistence of 
the concept of race as a descriptive or explanatory construct 
despite failure to achieve a consensus on the defining attributes 
of races, suggests that the concept has a firmer sociological than 
.biological base. As Herskovits pointed out in a recent reassess
ment of Boas's contribution, anthropological developments and 
world events in the last several decades have converged towards 
the conclusion that "the very concept of race [represents] a sci
entific dead-end" in the explanation of culture (Herskovits, 1965, 
p. 10). 

A Sociological Account 

The view that the thought processes of nonindustrial peoples 
are radically different from those of Europeans had another set 
of roots in addition to those found in evolutionary theory. This 
Was the tradition of French sociology at the turn of the century, 
which, in the work of Comte, Durkheim, and others, stressed the 
~ri_tical role of the social collectivity in determining the character
isti cs and behavior of the individual. Lucien Levy-Bruhl, a friend 
of Durkheim, set out to analyze mental functioning from this 
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point of view. Beginning in 1910, he published a series of mono
graphs about primitive mentality; like Spencer, he relied exclu
sively on the published reports of missionaries, travelers, and early 
anthropological observers. 

Levy-Bruhl maintained that the proper way to study individual 
mental functioning is through an analysis of the culture of which 
the individual is a member. He held that each culture may be 
characterized by a set of general beliefs, called "collective repre
sentations," which regulate the thought processes of the individ
uals in that group. The collective representations of the average 
European keep the intellectual, motor, and emotional realms 
distinct from each other. But the collective representations of 
primitives do not. 

Their [primitive] mental activity is too little differentiated for it to 
be possible to consider ideas or images of objects by themselves 
apart from the emotions which evoke those ideas or are evoked by 
them (1910, p. 23). 

Levy-Bruhl claimed also that primitive mentality was "prelogical," 
by which he meant that "it does not bind itself down, as our 
thought does, to avoiding contradiction" (1910, p. 63). 

These views met with strong and continuing disapproval from 
American scholars, among whom Boas was an early spokesman. 
In the same work in which he challenged racial interpretations of 
cultural differences, Boas attacked the evidence and methods used 
by Levy-Bruhl and others to "prove" differences in cognitive proc
esses among cultural groups. First, he challenged the reliability 
of some of the ethnographic reports used as source material. 
As an example, one observer cited by both Spencer and Levy
Bruhl had concluded, on the basis of the fact that certain Indians 
quickly grew tired of conversation with him, that the "mind of the 
savage appears to rock to and fro out of mere weakness." But 
Boas had worked with the Indians in question and could testify 
that they generally manifested a lively interest in discussion and 
debate. If they failed to participate in the conversation, he claimed, 
it was probably because the traveler was boring them to death 
with trivia. In the same vein, would we be justified in concluding 
that college students have no capacity for apstract ideas because 
they doze off during a boring lecture? "\ Z;) \_ 

Secondly, Boas challenged the whole idea that one can draw 
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about thought processes from the traditional beliefs V inferences 
d Stoms of a people. He pointed out that were we to use 

an cu . 'd 
d ·t· nal American beliefs about nature and society as evi ence 

tra i IO . 1 
about logical processes, t~e c~nclus~ons .':o:1ld be as disma as 
h drawn about natives logic. This criticism has proved very 

~ ose tant in the history of studies of culture and thinking be-
impor · h h 1 
cause it invalidates the major source of data upon whic sc oars 
had previously rested their conclusions. 

A further criticism of Levy-Bruhl made by contemporary anthro
olo ists goes to the question, raised earlier in regard to Spencer's 

:et;od, of the bias and selectivity involved in the culling of facts 

from the literature. 

It is in the use of sources that Levy-Bruhl is most vulnerable. 
Every anthropologist knows that one c~n. construct almos~ a1:y 
kind of theory and find cases to support 1t m the ethnographic lit
erature .... Any theoretical statement remains a suggestive hypoth
esis until the dynamic connections have been documented by con
trolled research (Bunzel, 1966, p. xvi). 

With few exceptions, psychologists also have been antagonistic 
to Levy-Bruhl's writings. Wolfgang Kohler, noted Gestalt psycholo
gist, offered an alternative explanation for some of the phenomena 
Levy-Bruhl took as instances of mystical thinking. He illustrated 
in detail how certain dynamic principles of perception identified 
in Western cultures might account for so-called animistic beliefs 
in traditional cultures, making it unnecessary to hypothesize dif
ferences in thought processes. He went on to suggest that primi
tive perception might in fact be closer to reality than the modern 
view, in which people have learned to "see the world" through 
the eyeglasses of natural science (Kohler, 1961). 

The English psychologist Sir Frederick Bartlett considered Levy
Bruhl' s major fallacy to be his comparison of primitive thought 
with scientific thought. Bartlett maintained that if the ordinary 
members of both primitive and modern societies were compared, 
their mental functioning would reveal common characteristics. 

The error here, as in much recent social and abnormal psychology, 
is not that the primitive or the abnormal are wrongly observed,----,,,_ 
but that the modern and normal are hardly observed at all .... If 
We care to turn our attention to the practical inventiveness of 
primitive man in regard to the search for food, the provision of 
dwellings, and the development of material arts, it appears that he 
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is as capable of learning from experience as the most cultivated 
of our contemporaries. Moreover, within these realms he learns 
from experience in exactly the same ways as we do (Bartlett, 1923, 
pp. 284-285). 

Psychological Accounts 

The work of the developmental psychologist Heinz Werner con
tains a characterization of non-Western thought with echos of 
Spencer and Levy-Bruhl (Werner, 1957; see also Werner and 
Kaplan, 1956, and Werner, 1961). Werner shares with the early 
evolutionary theorists an interest in changes that occur in mental 
functioning across species and within the human species. He finds 
such changes to be orderly and directional, as they did; but he 
does not seek to account for them by biological mechanisms, nor 
does he use social phenomena, such as Levy-Bruhl's collective 
representations, for explanatory purposes. Rather, he appeals to 
the general concept of development, which "rests on one basic 
assumption, namely that wherever there is life, there is growth 
and development, that is, formation in terms of systematic orderly 
sequence" (Werner, 1957, p. 125). The developmental approach 
has been useful in systematizing biological phenomena in various 
fields, he states, and can similarly "coordinate within a single 
framework forms of behavior observed in comparative animal 
psychology, in child psychology, in psychopathology, in ethnopsy
chology, and in the general and differential psychology of man in 
our own culture" (1957, p. 125). 

Development in all these forms of life is, according to Werner, 
regulated by the orthogenetic principle-wherever development 
occurs, it proceeds from a state of relative lack of differentiation 
to a state of increasing differentiation, articulation, and hierarchic 
integration (Werner and Kaplan, 1956). (Compare Spencer's for
mulation of the course of evolution on p. 13). Werner is careful 
to point out that, unlike G. Stanley Hall and other recapitulation
ists, he does not treat developmental sequences in animals, chil
dren, and cultures as materially identical but only as similar or 
parallel. Nonetheless, when he uses the term primitive mental ac
tivities, he refers to forms of thought that are presumably present 
in certain animals, in children in Western cultures, in adults as 
well as children in non-Western cultures, and in Western mental 
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patients who have regressed to earlier levels of development. 
According to Werner, ~te people, children, and mental 

atients all manifest primitive thinking in such spheres as the 
iollowing: failure to differentiate between subject and object (as 

ot knowing the difference "between what one dreams and what 
:ne sees"); use of concrete modes of classification; failure to 
separate thought processes from perceptions, emotions, and motor 
actions, and thus failure to achieve an abstract mode of thought. 
While Werner draws on experimental findings, including his own 
experimental work, for his conclusions in respect to animals, chil
dren, and psychopaths, his generalizations concerning primitive 
man rely on pretty much the same material and procedures used 
by Levy-Bruhl. His comparative approach is illustrated in the 
following excerpts from Comparative Psychology of Mental De
velopment (1961): 

It appears that grouping on the basis of perceptual configuration 
is reflected in the classificatory phenomena of primitive languages 
[italicized in the original]. One peculiarity of these languages is 
that the verbal classification of several single objects by means of 
one name common to all is not always dependent on any actual 
common likeness (p. 225). 
This primitive type of classification based on a togetherness of 
different things in a realistic situation can be clearly observed in 
the early ontogenetic stages of child language. Lombroso reports 
one child who designated both duck and water by "qua-qua." An
other used "afta" to mean drinking-glass, pane of glass, windows 
and also what was drunk out of the glass (p. 226). 
It is especially instructive to observe that a concrete naturalistic 
grouping appears in the pathologically regressed mentality. A cata
tonic woman created a language that exhibits a most extraordinary 
method of word construction. She completed a whole dictionary 
of normal terms translated into her own private language. Instead 
of the word "thistle," for example, she used "le stone" (with the 
French article). The verbal identification of "thistle" and "stone" 
depends on the fact that they both belong to the same (affectively 
conditioned) collective situation and are therefore interchangeable 
(p. 228). 

Werner's views have led to little cross-cultural research, but some 
r~cent findings, especially in the areas of perception and classifica
tion reviewed in later chapters, are helpful in evaluating it. 
. A general problem with Werner's orthogenetic principle is that 
it describes developmental levels of organization but suggests no 
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~;ha;ism:> which development proceeds from one level to 
ano1Iier~-T1ie notion that development is a natural genetic process 
cannot elucidate the specific relation between cultural experience 
and cognition. Why should one level be reached in one culture and 
not in others? 

Jerome Bruner, an American psychologist well known for his 
studies of perceptual and cognitive processes, has applied himself 
to this question and has attempted to work out a theory linking 
particular aspects of culture to cognitive growth. Intelligence, ac
cording to Bruner, is to a great extent the internalization of 
"tools" provided by a given culture, including not only technologi
cal hardware but symbolic systems as well. Cultures may differ in 
their repertoire of tools and in the social institutions that they 
develop for the transmission of knowledge and tool-using skills. 
Among institutions having the greatest impact on cognitive growth 
is the Western-type school, which structures learning experiences 
in a unique way. In school, learning is separated from everyday 
practical activities, language is used out of context for special 
analytic purposes, and the new tool of written language is made 
available for cognitive operations. School learning thus demands, 
and fosters, abstract modes of thought. 

Unlike others whose work has been discussed so far, Bruner 
has based his theorizing on data gathered from psychological 
experimentation in other cultures rather than on surveys of the 
anthropological literature. In a study conducted among the Wolof 
tribe in Senegal, West Africa (reviewed in Chapter 6), the per
formance of Wolof schoolchildren on a concept-formation task 
was more like that of middle-class schoolchildren in Boston than 
like their unschooled neighbors. This and other findings led Bruner 
to conclude that if school-type intellectual training is not forth
coming, 

then one finds forms of intellectual functioning that are adequate 
for concrete tasks but not so for matters involving abstract con
ception .... In short, some environments "push" cognitive growth 
better, earlier and longer than others. What does not seem to happen 
is that different cultures produce completely divergent and unre
lated modes of thought. The reason for this must be the constraint 
of our biological heritage. That heritage makes it possible for man 
to reach a form of intellectual maturity that is capable of elabora
ting a highly technical society. Less demanding societies-less de
manding intellectually-do not produce so much symbolic embed-
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. d elaboration of first ways of looking and thinking. Whether 
dlllg a~hes to "J'udge" these differences on some universal human one w1s . 

1 S favoring an intellectually more evolved man 1s a matter 
sea e a ) 
of one's values (Greenfield and Bruner, 1969, p. 654 • 

h' contemporary view of cognitive differences is a long way 
T is the earlier anthropological contrasts between two kinds of 
fromt 1·ty which were described as bipolar opposites-all the rnen a 1 , 

t ·al aspects of the one presumably missing from the other. essen 1 . 
In Bruner's view, whatever cognitive differences may ex1~t among 

1 of different cultures are limited by the constramts of a peop e . 
common heritage and many shared features of mental hfe. 

Cognitive Universals 

Anthropological Views 

Given the massive evidence that there are differences in mental 
functioning among cultural groups, the idea that there are no sub
stantial cultural differences in thought processes may not seem 
worthy of examination. But several contemporary social science 
theorists take just this point of view. Like Boas, they argue that 
the "functions of the human mind are common to the whole of 
humanity" (Boas, 1965, p. 135). Whereas earlier social scientists 
took observed differences among cultures as prima facie evi
dence of underlying cognitive differences, these contemporary ap
approaches consider the observed cultural dissimilarities to be 
merely different manifestations of common underlying cognitive 
structures. 

Typical is the following statement by an anthropologist on this 
point: 

The reasoning and thinking processes of different peoples in differ
ent cultures do not differ ... just their values, beliefs and ways of 
classifying differ ( quoted in Cole and Gay, 1972, p. 1066). 

According to this view, observed differences are in the area of con
tent: the belief systems and cultural premises of traditional peo
ple may differ from those in industrialized societies, but they em
body the same logical processes and concern with relation of 
~ause and effect. Similarly, classifications or concepts may differ 
in terms of what objects and phenomena are grouped together 
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and what attributes are used for grouping, but all classifications 
are arrived at by the same processes of abstraction and gener
alization. 

Just as evolutionary theory played a significant role in the de
velopment of theories of human differences, a contemporary phil
osophical and methodological approach in the sciences and hu
manities-structuralism-has strongly contributed to the search 
for common principles underlying human cultural diversity. 

The essential aspects of the structural approach can be illus
trated by the work of Claude Levi-Strauss, a distinguished French 
anthropologist (1963, 1966). 

Levi-Strauss explicitly repudiates the concept that there are 
lower and higher levels of mental development. On the contrary, 
he maintains that there are no differences in how the mind works 
from one culture to another or from one historical epoch to an
other. Primitive and Western scientific thought systems simply 

__.represent different strategies by which man makes nature acces
sible to rational inquiry. Both strategies seek objective knowledge 
of the universe; both proceed by ordering, classifying, and sys
temizing information; both create coherent systems. What then 
are the differences? According to Levi-Strauss, the basic difference 
is in the material used for thought-for example, the kinds of at
tributes that are used in forming classes. Primitive classification 
systems are based on qualities that are readily seen and experi
enced, whereas modern science relies more on properties that are 
inferred from necessary relations in the structure of the objects 
classified. For example, fruits and vegetables are classified by the 
average shopper in ways quite different from those of the botanist. 
Primitive classification systems generalize from the tangible prop
erties of the members of the system and are thus limited by the 
concrete experience of. the community. 

Levi-Strauss suggests that there is an intimate relation between 
modes of classifying objects and ways of solving problems. Prim
itive science is exemplified by the bricoleur, or jack-of-all-trades, 
who has a fixed bag of things that he uses to make other things. 
The tools are never specifically designed for the task at hand, but 
rather constitute a collection of things preserved because they 
might come in handy. Their function depends upon the particular 
occasion in which they are used. The jack-of-all-trades is contrasted 
with the engineer, whose inventory of tools is variable, its com-
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osition depending on the task at hand. At the same time, the ob-
~ aking up the engineer's inventory have fixed and stable 
Jects m , • 1 b" • es whereas in the primitives system a part1cu ar o Ject IS 
purpos , 
likely to have an amorphous and shifting statu~. 

Levi-Strauss's generalizations are based on his analyses of clas-
sification systems, myths, kinship str~ctures: and oth~r cultural 
• titutions and products. While he views his enterpnse as one 
ins d . • •• fth 
that demonstrates the universal an unconsc10us ac_t1v1ties o e 
human mind, he is not directly studying psychological processes 
in the individual. His principal significance for the study of cul
ture and cognition is his demonstration that ethnological material 
embodying the endlessly varied products of many cultures still tes
tifies to common underlying human operations. 

Linguistic Approaches 

Additional support for cognitive universals comes from new de
velopments in the science of language. These emphasize the com
plexity of all language systems; they deny that languages can be 
arranged on a scale of simplicity or complexity, or that conclu
sions about the cognitive structures of language users can be de
rived from a comparative analysis of language vocabularies. Mod
ern linguists tend to stress the importance of structural features 
of language that are shared by all languages. They point out, for 
example, that all languages are composed of organized sequences 
such as sentences; all have rules for generating acceptable sen
tences; all have expandable lexicons. These assertions combine to 
form a point of view that de-emphasizes cognitive differences 
among different linguistic ( cultural) groups. 

Moreover, Noam Chomsky (1968) has developed a theory of 
grammar with profound implications for cross-cultural psychol
ogy. This theory maintains that all sentences-in their variety and 
uniqueness-are generated from a limited number of base com
~onents and a complex system of rules. Any human speaker who 
is competent in any human language, according to this theory, 
~ust store and use productive rules in a complex and nonmechan
i~al fashion. The implication of this approach is that the cogni
tions or thinking processes of an individual cannot be less complex 
0 ~ constructive than the rules required for his speech production. 
Since there are no qualitative differences in the nature of Ian-
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guage rules, it is impossible to conceive of more "simple" or more 
"advanced" cognitive levels. 

Such analyses have been of great importance in countering those 
approaches that persist in characterizing the thought of nonliterate 
peoples in terms of its "deficiencies." Like the anthropological 
work on cognition, however, the linguists' objects of analysis are 
cultural in nature, and specifying the properties of language and 
communication systems does not in any way tell us about the ac
tual operations of the individuals using the systems. 

Psychological Approaches 

Within psychology, the structural approach rests on a massive 
amount of experimental and observational data collected by Jean 
Piaget, the Swiss psychologist, on the thought processes of indi
vidual children. Piaget, who refers to himself as a genetic struc
turalist, is well known for his theory of intellectual growth. He 
sees the interaction between the individual child and the environ
ment as giving rise to successive logical structures that regulate 
thinking processes (see Piaget and Inhelder, 1969). The character
istics of these structures and their order of appearance are con
sidered to be universal. They are the outcome of adaptive proc
esses between human organisms, whose biological heritage is the 
same the world over, and environments, whose fundamental phys
ical properties ( coordinates of space and time, behavior of objects 
under gravitational forces, and the like) are identical. 

In earlier writings, the principal role Piaget assigned to culture 
was that of accelerating or retarding the developmental process
that is, introducing variations in the ages at which successive log
ical stages make their appearance. Such variations come about be
cause cultures differ in the specific ways they handle the tasks of 
cultural and educational transmission and in the patterns of social 
interactions they provide. Thus, Piaget ( 1966) suggested that the 
developmental lag demonstrated between rural and urban chil
dren in Iran and elsewhere might be attributable either to the 
"general characteristics of social interactions" or to deficiencies 
in educational transmission. 

More recently, Piaget has opened up the possibility that the 
"final" stage of development-that of formal, propositional think
ing, which in Western cultures becomes elaborated during the age 
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eriod of 12 to 15 years-might not appear at all, or might appear 
in rnore restricted and less general form, among cultures and in
dividuals whose experience is limited to one or few technical or 
specialized occupational activities (1966, 1972). More extensive 
cross-cultural material is needed, he stresses, to follow up on the 
questions left unanswered by Levi-Strauss in respect to adult men-

tality: 
We would like to see cross-cultural studies of cognitive functions, 
which do not concern the child only, but development as a whole, 
including the final adult stages. When Levy-Bruhl raised the prob
lem of the "pre-logic" of "primitive mentality," he undoubtedly 
overemphasized the opposition, in the same way as his posthumous 
recantation exaggerates perhaps in the other way the universality 
of structures. It seems to us that a series of questions remains 
unanswered by the excellent work of Levi-Strauss: for example, 
what is the operational level of adults in a tribal organization, as 
far as the technical intelligence ( completely neglected by Levy
Bruhl), verbal intelligence, the solution of elementary logico
mathematical problems are concerned? The developmental data 
relative to the lower age levels will attain full significance only 
when we know the situation of the adults themselves. In particu
lar, it is quite possible (and it is the impression given by the 
known ethnographic literature) that in numerous cultures, adult 
thinking does not proceed beyond the level of concrete operations, 
and does not reach that of propositional operations (1966, p. 13). 

As this passage makes clear, Piaget's expanded view of the im-
pact of culture on the "end point" of development still leaves in
tact a theoretical scheme that postulates a universal develop
mental process at lower age levels: at each level attained, the 
thought structures characteristic of that level are universal. 

The popularity of Piaget's account of intellectual development 
in children has generated the single largest body of related re
search in the area of cross-cultural studies (see Dasen, 1972, and 
Goodnow, 1969, for reviews). In later chapters we shall discuss sev
eral of these studies and their bearing on the controversial issue 
of whether Piaget's theory does in fact identify universal thought 
st ructures or whether it simply builds a universal theory out of 
~n examination of the logical structures of Western thought. What 
15 of special interest in this theoretical review, however, is that ap
P_roaches to culture and cognition such as Piaget's, which empha
size universals, have like those stressing differences become in-
creasing! fl •bl d ' Y more ex1 e an less absolute. Is there a possibility, 
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then, of a synthesis that can incorporate cognitive sameness and 
differences in one coherent theory? 

Soviet psychologists, working within a general framework of 
Marxist historical materialist theory, have been among those at
tempting to achieve such a synthesis. We will now turn briefly to 
a consideration of their views and the cross-cultural research they 
have generated. 

Culture and Cognition: A Synthesis? 

Since the early 1920s the Soviet psychologist L. S. Vygotsky and 
his students, among whom Alexander Luria is the most prominent, 
have developed an approach to the study of higher mental proc
esses that stresses their social-historical character. This approach 
represents an attempt to extend to the domain of psychology 
Marx's thesis that man has no fixed human nature but continually 
makes himself and his consciousness through his productive ac
tivity: 

The way in which men produce their means of subsistence depends 
first of all on the nature of the actual means of subsistence they 
find in existence and have to reproduce. This mode of production 
must not be considered simply as being the production of the physi
cal existence of these individuals. Rather it is a definite form of 
activity of these individuals, a definite form of expressing their 
life, a definite mode of life on their part. As individuals express 
their life, so they are (Marx and Engels, 1846, reprinted 1970, p. 42). 

The central idea, so forcefully expressed in this passage, is that 
man's nature evolves as man works to transform Nature. The 
sweep of this concept-that both subject and object, man and his 
product, arise from a unitary process of activity-can best be 
grasped by an understanding of what Marx meant by production. 
Marx used the term to refer not only to the making of material 
products but to mental products as well (law, religion, metaphys
ics, and so on); similarly, productive activity encompasses not 
only manual but mental labor-labor in its broadest sense. Relat
ing the production of ideas, conceptions, and consciousness to 
"material activity and the material intercourse of men" is the core 
of Marx's materialism. While Marx agreed that all men in all 
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e ochs engage in productive activity ( that it is a general, univer-
P
1 

ess) he contended that in every time and place, the actual 
sa proc ' • · d d 

d tive activity carried out is specific, concrete, an eter-
pro uc d h • 1 1 1· . db the means of production at hand an t e socia re a 10ns 
mine Y d • • • • men to which they give rise. Thus, pro uctlve activity 1s a 
among h f 
developing, historically determi~ed proc~ss. Over t_ e course ~ 

. " men developing their material production and their history · • • , . . 
· 1 intercourse alter along with this their real existence, their 

matena , ,, ( 47) Th' • th 
thinking and the products of their thinking p. • is is e 
historical aspect of historical materialism. 

A few quoted passages, of course, can do no more than suggest 
the depth and complexity of Marx's world outlook, an outlook t~at 

braces but does not supercede the theories and methodologies 
em k h • 
of the various sciences. The very fact that this outloo emp asizes 
the complex, dynamic, and interrelated nature of all phenomena 
makes it impossible to simply extrapolate principles from Marx 
and apply them to the scientific question at issue. Thus, while p~y
chofogists and anthropologists working within a general Marxist 
perspective might agree on certain fundamental approaches, they 
often disagree vehemently in the way they elaborate them. It can 
be contended, for example, that the passage quoted above, refer
ring to historical changes in thinking, applies only to the contents 
of men's conceptions and not to their thinking processes. 

Vygotsky, however, maintained (and his views have given rise 
to the most sustained program of research) that changes occur in 
process. He tried to take account of both the general unchanging 
aspects of thinking processes and their specific, historically chang
ing aspects by making a distinction between elementary psycho
physical processes such as "sensation, movement, elementary 
forms of attentions and memory [which] are undoubtedly natural 
functions of the nervous tissue" and "higher psychological func
tions (voluntary memory, active attention, abstract thought and 
voluntary movement) [which] cannot be understood as a direct 
function of the brain" (Luria, 1971, p. 260). These higher processes 
are organized into functional systems, which arise in the course 
of historically determined practical and theoretical activities and 
change with the nature of these activities. The kinds of changes in 
activity that are presumed to make a difference in the structure of 
the higher mental processes are illustrated in the following de
scription by Luria of conditions in certain isolated villages in So-


